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PRAISE FOR BOARDROOM MATTERS VOL. II
“The Business Times is pleased that SID continued with its weekly thought leadership
column on boardroom and directorship matters for a second year.
Our readers have found them useful and timely.”
ALVIN TAY
Editor, The Business Times

“The compilation of these articles provide an easy reference and we should all have a
copy on hand to help us improve on aspects of governance in our organisation.”
GERARD EE
Chairman, Charity Council and
President, Institute of Singapore Chartered Accountants

“The articles in Boardroom Matters capture practical, and sometimes provocative,
insights on current issues which are extremely helpful for directors.”
RACHEL ENG
Joint Managing Partner, Wong Partners hip LLP

“These short articles inform and often provide good food for thought
for the rest of the week on an important part of the corporate ecosystem.”
THAM SAI CHOY
Chairman, KPMG in Asia Pacific

“I have found the Boardroom Matters articles contemporaneous, insightful, and thought
provoking. It is always a pleasure to read of fresh perspectives on governance practices.”
LIM HOCK SAN
CEO and Executive Direct or, UIC and Singapore Land
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